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Abstract
Phase noise is one of the most important factors in bias stability, scale factor and
nonlinear, therefore, the design of gyroscope-driven circuit must consider the impact of
phase noise. In this paper, a phase noise model of multi-modal noise source in drive mode
of micro-gyroscope is built. It also gives the method to extract coefficients of phase noise
and improves the phase noise model.
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1. Introduction
Compared with traditional gyroscope, micro-machined gyroscope based on MEMS and
CMOS technology has many advantages, such as low price, small size, low power and
high reliability. It is not only widely used in civil fields such as automotive electronics,
medical equipment and mechanical movement, but also adopted in military areas like
tactical missiles, MAV and so on. As the adoption area expands, capacitive micromachined gyroscope faces higher requirements.
The ASIC chip in capacitive micro-machined gyroscope has some problems to solve.
The phase noise has bad effect on the driving stability, while analysis and optimization
technique of multiple noise sources are lacked in recent research. To solve the problems,
this paper has conducted a depth study on model of multiple phase noise sources of
capacitive micro-machined gyroscope.
Based on the impact of multiple noise sources, a phase noise coupling model for selfexcited driving circuit with multiple noise sources is built. From this model, it can be
known that the main sources include low-frequency noise, noise near the resonant
frequency and noise near the multiple harmonic. After above analysis, optimized design
of charge amplifier which can reduce the phase noise in driving circuit in driving mode is
completed.

2. Phase Noise Analysis for the Drive Loop
The resonance loop model of micro-gyroscope system can be approximated to the
structure shown in Figure 1, [1]. Since active electrostatic force feedback of selfexcitation circuit is equivalent to negative parallel conductance, when the micro-gyro
system is stability in frequency and amplitude, the value of its negative conductance is
equivalent to the value of the positive conductance of the damping system, the entire
system become stability. Iinout(t) can be equal to a interference signal of the self-excited
resonant loop in micro-gyroscope, at time t0 a current pulse is generated from the system,
which the charge of it is Δq, the effect is produced as follows:
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Figure 1. Simplification of Self-Excited Micro-Gyroscope Model
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Where Uc is the voltage of the capacitor, IL is the inductor current value, C is the
capacitance and L is inductance value, A is the voltage across the capacitor at resonance,
w is the resonant frequency.
At t0 , the phase is change.
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At time t0, the equation is:
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Because Φ is very small, which can be approximated that sinΦ≈Φ. Final change of
phase can be obtained as follows:



q
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(7)

By the Formula (7), when the gyroscope system is approximately equivalent to LC
oscillation loop, the phase change it related to the charge injection time.
For the resonance system of gyroscopes is not an ideal model of LC oscillator circuit,
because the negative equivalent conductance changes with charge injection due to the
amplitude control circuit. According to the cyclical nature of the micro-gyroscope drive
signal, impulse impact response function of the phase in drive loop can be expressed as:
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In Formula (8) c0, cn are coefficients of the impulse response function,
resonant frequency of the micro-gyroscope, is a time variable.
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When a current pulse i(t) is introduced into the system,

i(t )  I n cos(n0   )t

(11)

The system phase is:
t

(t ) = I n cn  cos(n0   )( )d 


I n cn sin( )


(12)

The phase changes under the effect of low frequency current injection I0
can generate a low frequency component:
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The impact of low-frequency interference on the phase in drive circuit is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The Impact of Low-Frequency Interference on the Phase of MicroGyroscope Driving Signal
The phase changes under the effect of In
is shown as follows:
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Figure 3. The Impact of Multiple Harmonic Interference on the Phase of
Micro-Gyroscope Driving Signal
The Formula (13), and (14), shows that both the low-frequency or high-frequency
current injection will cause the original stable phase of drive signal changes. When the
phase changes by the injection current is contained, the drive frequency excitation signal
can be expressed as:

Vd 0 cos[d t   (t )]  Vd 0 cos d t cos[ (t )]  Vd 0 sin d t sin[ (t )]

(15)

It can be simplifies to:

Vd 0 cos[d t   (t )]  Vd 0 cos d t  Vd 0 (t )sin d t

(16)

By Formula (16), it can be shown that the injected noise current of the stable driving
loop will not only affect the phase of the system, but also affect the voltage of the drive
signal.

3. The Method to Extract Coefficients of Phase Noise
According to the previous analysis, the variation of driving mode phase is relevant to
coefficient c0 and c1, since the amplitude of the other cn are smaller, which made less
influence on the phase of driving mode. Since the self-exciting drive loop of
micromechanical gyroscope is a non-linear automatic gain control loop, the obtaining of
accurate phase response function of it is very difficult, which means that it is very
difficult to obtain the value of cn, we use the following method to solve the problem’
When the system is introduced a current pulse i(t):

i(t )  I n cos(n0   )t

(17)

System phase changes:
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The change of resonance signal caused by phase change is:

cos 0t  (t )   cos 0t  cos (t )  sin 0t  sin (t )  cos 0t  sin 0t (t )

(19)

Formula (18), (19) shows that:

cos 0t  (t )   cos 0t 

I n cn
 cos(0t  t )  cos(0t  t ) 
2

(20)

It can be seen that if there is a voltage or current injection at this time, the magnitude of
the system will change, Figure 4, shows phase response of the system when the voltages
of injected pulse signal in the system are 20μV, 40μV, 60μV, 80μV, 100μV. It can be
seen from Figure 4, the system phase increases with the amplitude of injection voltage.

Figure 4. The Relationship between Pulse Ampitude and Phase
According to the above test results and formulas (20), when resonance system is
injected using a fixed-frequency
sinusoidal voltage or current signal, the
0
amplitude of coefficient cn can be learned by observation by frequency
or
. In this paper, by applying a voltage pulse to the input of the automatic gain
control unit, and then testing the results of specific phase response, the corresponding
coefficients can be obtained.
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Figure 5. Micromechanical Gyroscope Self-Excitation Loop Phase
Response
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Figure 6. Phase Response Fitting Curve
The function of fitting curve is:

(t )  a0  b1 sin(xt )  b2 cos(xt )  c1 sin(2xt )  c2 cos(2xt )

(21)

The coefficient is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Fitting Equation Coefficients

a0

b1

b2

c1

c2

-3.697e-11

6.1777e-8

1.16e-8

2.802e-10

1.816e-10
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Dynamic analyzer HP35670A and oscilloscope TDS2012B are used in the test.
Electrostatic modulation drive signal of micro-gyroscope is shown in Figure 4-21, highfrequency square wave is used in modulation of mass velocity signal, and then the
modulated driving voltage signal is applied to the Micro-gyroscope drive comb.

Figure 7. Photograph of the ASIC of Micro-Gyroscope

Figure 8. Electrostatic Modulation Drive Signal of Micro-Gyroscope
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Figure 9. Test Spectrum of Closed-Loop Self-Excited Drive Motion
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Figure 10. Time-Domain Test Result of Closed-Loop Self-Excited Drive
Motion

4. Summary
In this paper, a phase noise model of multi-modal noise source in drive mode of microgyroscope is built, the influencing factors of the phase noise of driving oscillation loop are
low frequency near DC glitches and multiple harmonic of drive resonant frequency. By
quantitative analysis of the phase noise at related frequency of the charge amplifier and
noise injection experiments, it can be optimized that the phase noise of driving loop is
impact greater by low-frequency noise and the noise at resonant frequency. It also gives
the method to extract coefficients of phase noise and improves the phase noise model.
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